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Vancomycin is a glycopeptide antibiotic used to treat a wide variety of systemic Gram-positive infections, including

methicillin resistantStaphylococcus aureus(MRSA) and methicillin resistant coagulase-negativeStaphylococcus(MRCNS)

in adult and pediatric populations. Vancomycin exhibits time-dependent bactericidal activity, meaning that the time in

which the concentration of the drug in the body is above the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) affects antimicrobial

efficacy.
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1. Introduction

In adults, the vancomycin area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) to MIC ratio (AUC/MIC) > 400 has long

been the best predictor of clinical and bacteriological efficacy for patients with severe infections caused by MRSA .

Recently, a revised consensus guideline developed by different scientific associations has been published, recommending

a target of an AUC/MIC ratio of 400 to 600 (assuming a MIC of 1 mg/L) for empiric dosing in both adult and pediatric

patients to maximize clinical efficacy and minimize nephrotoxicity . However, there is a lack of evidence for this

parameter in children due to the complexity of vancomycin clearance in the various pediatric age groups, and the

differences in tissue site-of-infection drug exposure as a consequence of higher pharmacokinetic variability . Due to

the impracticalities of calculating the AUC, target trough concentrations of 15 to 20 mg/L are used as a surrogate marker

in adults with normal renal function when MIC is ≤1 mg/mL . For the pediatric population, there is more controversy in

establishing a target trough concentration. The majority of studies suggest a trough concentration between 6–11 mg/L to

achieve AUC/MIC > 400, however no consensus has been reached .

In adults, continuous infusion of vancomycin (CIV) has been evaluated as an alternative to intermittent infusion of

vancomycin (IIV) with potential advantages including: earlier concentration target attainment, less variability in serum

concentrations, ease of drug level monitoring, and lower risk of nephrotoxicity . When compared to adults,

achieving therapeutic serum vancomycin concentrations (SVCs) with IIV in children requires higher doses and shorter

intervals given their increased renal clearance . However, higher doses have also been associated with increased

nephrotoxicity in pediatrics .

Consequently, the use of CIV in children is increasing through a number of heterogenous practices, despite limited

efficacy and safety data in this population .

This systematic review aims to provide efficacy and safety evidence for CIV within the pediatric population

2. Clinical Efficacy

Three articles  included in this review evaluated the clinical efficacy of CIV vancomycin treatment. However, none

of them were designed for this purpose.

The first one  analyzed clinical efficacy only for patients with a final diagnosis of infection treatable by vancomycin and

who had received vancomycin for at least seven days. No statistically significant differences were found between patients

treated with CIV with and without an early Bayesian dose adjustment regarding sustainable apyrexy, C-reactive protein

reduction and bacteraemia duration. Fung et al.  evaluated three patients with cystic fibrosis and concluded that there

had been a clinical improvement in all of them. Finally, Zylbersztajn et al.  reported six cases of patients treated with

CIV. They observed clinical improvement in all six patients, with four of these also showing microbiological cure.
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3. Safety

All articles, except one  evaluated nephrotoxicity. Two articles  defined nephrotoxicity as an increase in serum

creatinine (SCr) ≥ 0.5 mg/dL or a 50% increase from the baseline SCr. One study  evaluated effects on renal function

using the RIFLE (risk, injury, failure, loss of kidney function, and end stage kidney disease) classification . Two studies

 exclusively evaluated SCr levels and Fung et al.  evaluated variation in SCr levels (on admission and prior to

discharge), blood urea nitrogen and urine output.

Cases of nephrotoxicity were observed only in two out of six studies , giving results of 11% and 12% respectively.

Only three studies evaluated immediate adverse events. McKamy et al.  evaluated phlebitis, peripheral line loss, and

infusion reactions. The frequencies of these adverse reactions to CIV therapy were low and not specified. Berthaud et al.

 evidenced four cases of red man syndrome and three deaths, however, none of the deaths were attributed to infection

nor to iatrogenic events. Finally, Hurst et al.  did not note any patients who had any infusion reactions while on CIV

therapy.

4. Discussion

This systematic review shows that there remains a lack of evidence for CIV use in pediatrics. Distinct to adults,

vancomycin therapeutic drug monitoring adjustment presents a higher level of complexity in children, characterized by

unique pharmacokinetic parameters due to important physiological changes because of their rapid development with an

increased renal clearance .

Understandably, these unique characteristics may support CIV use in certain clinical conditions, since this seems to

facilitate the achievement and maintenance of therapeutic SVCs avoiding high nephrotoxic doses as shown in this review.

However, the limited data available in this vulnerable population has not allowed its routine use to be generalized in

clinical practice and to suggest an optimal dosing regimen for pediatric CIV.

Most of the identified literature recommends CIV use in patients who were unable to achieve therapeutic SVCs or desired

clinical outcome with IIV . Yet, there is no prediction model to identify such patients in advance, which can lead

to the loss of important days of therapy under suboptimal IIV regimens. The delay in optimizing therapeutic SCVs could

result in treatment failure that may influence morbidity and mortality outcomes in those suffering severe infections.

Furthermore, alternative antimicrobial therapy options could be wrongly selected if vancomycin treatment failure is

suspected, when rather than spectrum or activity, attainment of SVTC is the main problem. This could develop a negative

ecological impact and should be actively assessed by antimicrobial stewardship programs. For example, in the case

series study of McKamy et al. , all patients except for one were converted from IIV to CIV therapy within four to seven

days of the initiation of treatment with vancomycin after two consecutive suboptimal therapeutic SVCs. Also, in a

retrospective observational study , therapeutic SVCs were not achieved even with doses higher than 80 mg/kg/day

using IIV; however, when therapy was converted to CIV, 65% of patients achieved SVTC (78% in the goal SVC 10 to 15

mg/L group and 59% in the goal SVC 15 to 20 mg/L group). The initial dosing used for CIV therapy was 56% to 60% less

than the final daily dosing of IIV therapy in both goal SVC groups (10–15 mg/L or 15–20 mg/L), but statistically significant

higher initial CIV dosing was used in the younger age groups (p = 0.023 and 0.002 for the 10–15 and 15–20 mg/L goal

SVC groups, respectively) . This can be explained as age is a predictor of vancomycin clearance within the pediatric

population, and younger patients have lower trough concentrations than older patients receiving the same dose .

Hoegy D et al. suggest that it is necessary to prescribe certain dosage regimens for each age group, being higher for

young age groups .

Loading dose administration prior to CIV initiation can also improve the time to achieve SVTC. Two studies  used

loading doses of 12 to 16 mg/kg to rapidly obtain desired steady-state SVTC; however, success in achieving the target

ranges was dependent on the use of adequate initial CIV doses. Genuini et al. , observed that less than 50% of

children achieved SVTC using the recommended dosing regimens, which authors described as an inappropriate result.

Consequently, Genuini et al. , proposed the use of a pharmacokinetic model with a covariate-adjusted starting dose

and Bayesian estimation to achieve the pharmacokinetic target in future studies. Subsequently, one year later, a

randomized controlled trial  was conducted using a population-based PK (POPPK) model published by Le et al. in 2013

 that included age, bodyweight, and serum creatinine as covariates. This study achieved the vancomycin target in more

than 50% of children (85% from the Bayesian group and 57% from the control group), showing that covariates could affect

PK parameters that may be important to intersubject variability, and its use would be advisable to individualize CIV dose a

priori.
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The optimal approach for vancomycin therapeutic monitoring is not well established, but recent guidelines support AUC-

based monitoring . However, AUC-based monitoring is complicated with conventional IIV, so trough SVCs are used in

clinical practice as a surrogate marker for the optimal vancomycin AUC/MIC > 400 if the MIC is ≤1 mg/L in patients with

normal renal function. Trough SVCs in IIV cannot be extrapolated to CIV. Thus, for a target of AUC/MIC > 400–600, a

SVCs of 10–15 mg/L is accepted in mild–moderate infections and 15–20 mg/L in severe infections or those with difficult

access. However, in CIV a concentration of 20–25 mg/L is recommended for an expected AUC/MIC of 480–600

(assuming a MIC of 1 mg/L) .

Within the studies analyzed in this review, there was variability in defining the values for target attainment with CIV, with all

studies reporting a wide range interval (10–40 mg/L). One study  used AUC/MIC > 400 as a primary pharmacological

target for vancomycin, instead of an inaccurate approximation using SVCs that poorly correlate to exposure. Based on

current available data, the proposal for AUC-guided monitoring in pediatrics aligns with the approach for adults, including

the application of Bayesian estimation for one trough concentration or first-order PK equations with two concentrations .

Similarly, unlike intermittent administration, calculating AUC with CIV requires only one steady-state SVC, which can be

scheduled along with other scheduled laboratory draws at any time .

In this review, most of the studies conducted therapeutic monitoring within 24 to 48 h of CIV therapy. This is

recommended by clinical practice guidelines, with delays in therapeutic monitoring made depending on the severity of

infection and clinical judgment . Besides, a randomized controlled trial  has showed that early Bayesian dose

adjustment at 6 h significantly and safely increased pharmacological target attainment in children at the 24 h of treatment

with CIV, which could improve clinical and bacteriological outcomes for MRSA infections in this particular population .

Clinical and microbiologic efficacy were not evaluated in most studies. Just two small clinical case series without control

group  showed a clinical improvement and negative blood cultures in the majority of patients. A randomized

controlled trial  compared clinical outcomes between Bayesian and control groups, both with CIV, and there were no

differences between groups. However, this clinical trial was not designed to evaluate this. In adults, there is no evidence

to indicate that CIV is clinically superior to IIV. However, studies provide evidence supporting that the complexities of

dosing and monitoring IIV can be attenuated by CIV therapy . CIV is associated with lower variabilities in the serum

concentration and favourable SVTC attainment, which translates into an improved vancomycin exposure, and is currently

a better predictor of clinical efficacy .

Regarding CIV safety, nephrotoxicity was reported only in a small percentage of patients and was reversible in all cases

. Moreover, patients with vancomycin-attributable nephrotoxicity had vancomycin concentrations within the

therapeutic range. This is in accordance with the hypothesis that elevated SVC is not the only predictive factor for

vancomycin-induced renal injury, since it is known that intensive care unit admission, hypovolemia, concomitant

administration of other nephrotoxic medications, such as aminoglycosides and diuretics, also contribute to the

development of nephrotoxicity . Although there is no evidence in children, several meta-analyses in adults have

demonstrated that patients treated with CIV had a significantly lower incidence of nephrotoxicity compared with patients

receiving IIV . This can be explained as CIV minimizes vancomycin serum peak and maximizes trough

concentrations, eliminating peak—trough variations of IIV and maintaining intermediate SVC once a steady-state is

achieved. In these studies, CIV appeared to achieve a safer serum concentration profile when IIV and CIV dosing

regimens were adjusted to achieve the same AUC . The frequencies of immediate adverse reactions to CIV

therapy, such as red man syndrome and phlebitis, were evaluated in three studies. One singular study  described the

prevalence of red man syndrome as less than 5%, which suggests that it might be an alternative option for patients who

experience infusion-related reactions with IIV dosing.

This systematic review of existing literature summarizes all the evidence published so far on CIV in children, analyzing

important data and highlighting unresolved aspects that must be further studied to improve this valuable tool in pediatrics.

The lack of neonatal data is a key limitation of this review; however, the neonatal population deserves its own analysis

given high pharmacokinetics variability that is different from older children. Other limitations include high heterogeneity of

the selected articles in terms of study design and quality that do not allow for pooled data analysis, and the lack of studies

assessing clinical efficacy and adverse events other than nephrotoxicity.
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